
ComPic

For the production of plastic and paper event badges 
or ID cards.

ComPic is IDentilam’s proprietary software solution for the 

design and management of plastic badges or ID cards. It can 

also be used to generate paper badges. The whole process is 

simple to manage, from data entry to badge design, ID card 

issuing and management reports. The system can be installed 

on a PC, or run on a network with a server-based database.  

We also offer a hosted version accessed via web interface  

– see our ComPicWeb mini brochure for more details. 
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How it works 

Set up database: there are 20 user configurable database fields with an 

optional extra 40 fields available. Fields can be configured to be (for example) 

mandatory or read-only. Data can be either imported from an existing 

database, spreadsheet or online registration form or inputted manually. 

Alternatively the option is available to set up dynamic data exchange with a 

3rd party system using the ComPic ODBC overlay. ComPic offers a failsafe 

in case of network failure, allowing data to be entered and stored temporarily 

on a local database for later synchronisation with central database. All the 

database fields are linked to your card design.

Design your card/badge: you can design both front and reverse of the card 

with full access to different font styles and images. There are grids and guides 

for object grouping and logo placement and support for long names and 

accented characters. For event badges, the optional icon embellishments 

feature allows you to indicate access rights or delegate types by way of a 

simple database-linked graphic. For example, a “Yes” entry in field “Catering” 

adds a knife and fork logo to the card design to designate the holders right to 

lunch.

Image capture: add photos to your cards by grabbing live images via a 

digital camera or webcam. You can crop, resize, enhance and edit captured 

images and a thumbnail displays in ComPic’s database record view. There’s 

also a bulk image import and edit facility, and you can import photos directly 

from online registration.

Printing and encoding: for plastic badges, ComPic is designed to be used 

with our range of DOPPIE printers which offer superb print quality and graphic 

reproduction. The software offers different batch print options, checklists/

print reports for badge distribution, on-screen print history of badges printed 

for each person, and much more including barcode generation and the inline 

encoding of RFID and other security features. Please see our Printers and 

Badge Types mini-brochures for more details.

Search & report: Compic offers both simple and complex database search 

options, and a wizard for creating report templates. This means that in 

addition to the standard pre-set reports, you can set up the reporting you 

need, whether it’s ‘records created last week’ or whatever criteria you select. 

There are also graphical report options, audit trail and email merge features.
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Support

Your ComPic licence comes with an operations manual and there is a range of 

support packages, from telephone helpline only to a full annual maintenance 

contract. A number of the support contracts include service visits and free 

software upgrades. 

What you will also need

System:  ComPic runs on a Windows PC or network with a server based 

database, such as SQL Server. See the current Standard Software 

Components datasheet for full details.

Printer: DOPPIE™ printer (see our Printer Comparison sheet to select the one 

that best meets your needs.)

Consumables

Blank or pre-printed plastic cards and printer ribbons (available to purchase 

from IDentilam).
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DOPPIE™ Printer Comparison

DOPPIE (Direct On Plastic Printer with Imaging Electronics) 
printers provide direct full-colour printing of graphics, static 
and variable text onto a range of pre-cut plastic cards. They are 
compatible with any industry standard Windows PC and work 
with our proprietary badging system, ComPic.

All DOPPIE printers offer the superior print quality and accurate 
logo reproduction essential for professional results.

The models differ in certain ways, for example the LB and LBE 
are capable of printing large format badges, and some models 
come with useful features such as an automated cleaning 
mechanism, easy-change ribbon cassette, quick-change print 
head and clear LCD displays. 

The matrix overleaf provides a quick comparison of the different 
models. However, please call us if you in doubt as to the printer 
you require as we will gladly advise. 
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